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Putting a face to a name: visualising human rights 
Abstract 
In this essay, I focus on a text which attempts to deal with human rights issues in an accessible media 
format, Kälin, Müller and Wyttenbach’s book, The Face of Human Rights. I am interested in this text as an 
attempt to translate between different modes of communicating about human rights, which we might call 
the academic mode, the bureaucratic mode, the activist mode and the popular media mode. There are 
significant gaps between the academic debates on human rights, the actual language and protocols of 
the bodies devoted to ensuring the achievement of basic human rights, the language of activists, and the 
ways in which these issues are discussed in the media. These issues are compounded in a transnational 
frame where people must find ways of communicating across differences of language and culture. These 
problems of communicating across difference are inherent to the contemporary machinery of the 
international human rights system, where global institutions of governance are implicated in the claims of 
individuals who are located in diverse national contexts. Several commentators have noted the 
importance of narrative in human rights advocacy, while others have explored the role of art. I am 
interested in analysing narrative and representational strategies, from a consciousness that texts work 
not only through vocabulary and propositional content, but also through discursive positioning. It is 
necessary to look at the structure of texts, the contents of texts, and the narrative strategies and 
discursive frameworks which inform them. Similar points can be made about photography, which must be 
analysed in terms of the specific representational possibilities of visual culture. 
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Putting a Face to a Name 










rights’% really% be% presented% in% pictorial% form?%What% is% at% stake% in% such% a% project% of%





the% age% of% new% media.% A% visit% to% the% United% Nations% headquarters% in% New% York,%
however,%would%belie%this%view.%The%building%itself%can%be%read%as%a%massive%text.%In%






treaties,% biographies% of% the%heroes% of% human% rights% advocacy,% testimonies% of% those%
who% have% suffered% human% rights% abuses% and% souvenirs% of% the% visit% to% the% United%
Nations% building% itself.% One% can% also% purchase% children’s% books% that% convey% the%
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content% of% the%Universal%Declaration%of%Human%Rights% in% visual% form.%The%physical%
bookshop%is%augmented%by%an%onZline%bookshop%with%an%extensive%catalogue.1%%
In%this%article,%I%focus%on%just%one%such%publication%which%attempts%to%deal%with%






In% conducting% this% analysis,% I% recognise% that% human% rights% advocacy% involves%
more%than%just%stating%the%facts,%or%even%just%providing%a%narrative%in%a%realist%mode.%
Several% commentators% have% noted% the% importance% of% narrative% in% human% rights%
advocacy,3%while% others% have% explored% the% role% of% the% arts,% documentaries,% theatre%
and%new%social%media.4% I%am%interested% in%analysing%narrative%and%representational%
strategies,% from% a% consciousness% that% texts%work% not% only% through% vocabulary% and%
propositional%content,%but%also%through%discursive%positioning.%It%is%necessary%to%look%
at% the% structure% of% texts,% the% contents% of% texts,% and% the% narrative% strategies% and%
discursive% frameworks% which% inform% them.5% Similar% points% can% be% made% about%
photography,% which% must% be% analysed% in% terms% of% the% specific% representational%
possibilities%of%the%visual%medium.6%We%also%need%to%be%sensitive%to%different%modes%
of% display.% The% experience% of% looking% at% a% photograph% (or% photographs)% will% be%
different% depending% on% whether% it% is% seen% on% a% gallery% or% museum% wall,% on% an%
instructional%wall% panel,% as% a%postcard%or%photographic%print%which% can%be%held% in%
the%hand,%in%a%frame,%as%a%poster,%in%a%slide%show,%in%a%power%point%presentation%or%in%
a%book.%
—VISUALISING HUMAN RIGHTS 
In% The$ Face$ of$ Human$ Rights$ various% textual% explanations% of% human% rights% are%
juxtaposed%with%a%series%of%photographs.%The%editors’%stated%intent%is%to%show%what%
they%call%the%‘face’%of%human%rights%or,%in%other%words,%to%use%the%resources%of%visual%
culture% to% contribute% to% the% discussion% of% human% rights.% Over% four% hundred%
photographs%are%dispersed%among%the%text%of%the%720Zpage%volume.%Some%are%singleZ%
or% doubleZpage% spreads,% and% some% are% arranged% on% foldout% pages% to% illustrate%
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particular%issues.%Some%series%of%photographs%are%clearly%illustrative;%at%other%times,%
there% is%an% implicit%narrative%constructed%through%concatenation%and% juxtaposition.%
The% feel% of% this% substantial% volume% is% reminiscent% of% the% ‘coffee% table’% books% from%
such%international%art%publishers%as%Phaïdon.7%The%editors%set%out%their%project%in%the%
following%terms:%
This%book%attempts% to%visualise%all% these%dimensions%of%human%rights.% Its%
photographs%celebrate%the%enjoyment%of%human%rights,% i.e.% life% in% freedom%
and% dignity,% in% its% full% richness% and% across% cultures.% The% accompanying%
texts%document,%explain%and%detail%the%human%rights%standards%as%defined%
by%international%law%and%applied%in%practice.%At%the%same%time%we%want%to%
illustrate% and% document% how% human% rights% are% violated.% The% examples%
from%South%and%North,%West%and%East%show%that%no%state%and%no%society%is%
totally% immune% to% the% temptation% to% disregard% the% rights% of% others%when%
this% serves% one’s% own% purposes.% Finally% we% want% to% show% what% the%
international% community,% international% or% local% nonZgovernmental%




separate% the% two% projects.% ‘The% Family% of% Man’,% which% was% conceived% by%
photographer%and%curator%Edward%Steichen%(1879–1973)%and%supported%by%the%Ford%
Foundation,% took%a% similarly% global% view.% It% consisted%of%508%photographs% from%68%
countries% by% 273% photographers,% depicting% ‘subject%matter% ranging% from% babies% to%
philosophers,% from%the%kindergarten% to% the%university,% from%primitive% [sic]%peoples%
to%the%Councils%of%the%United%Nations’.9%The%exhibition%travelled%to%several%countries%
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A%big%exhibition%of%photographs%has%been%held% in%Paris,% the%aim%of%which%











in%Mississippi% in%1955%at% the% age%of% fourteen,% after%he%had%been% accused%of% flirting%
with%a%white%woman.%At%his%funeral,%his%mutilated%body%was%shown%in%an%open%casket.%
Photographs% of% Till’s% body% circulated% widely% and% served% to% draw% attention% to%
problems% in% race% relations% in% the% southern% states% of% the% United% States.% Barthes’%
seemingly% parenthetical% comment% on% Emmet% Till% in% fact% goes% to% the% heart% of% his%
essay.%The%story%of%Emmet%Till%draws%attention%to%the%structured%inequalities%which%
are% masked% by% the% rhetoric% of% universalism.% Press% photography% was% one% of% the%




need% to% be% read% in% terms% of% their% intertextual% relationship%with% other% images% and%
other% texts.% Furthermore,% as% Barthes% suggests,% what% is% not% shown% can% be% just% as%
important%as%what%is%seen.%
More%recently,%Fred%Turner%has%reZexamined%Steichen’s%exhibition,%focusing%on%
the% threeZdimensional% and% embodied% experience% of% the% original% installation% at%
MOMA.% Turner% argues% that% the% exhibition% was% engaged% in% producing% a% particular%
form% of% citizenship% and% governmentality,% and% that% ‘even% as% it% challenged% the%
hierarchies% of% totalitarianism,% the% exhibition%modelled% the% emergence% of% a% society%
whose%citizens%were%to%manage%themselves%in%terms%set%by%the%systems%within%which%
they%lived—and%by%the%experts%who%developed%those%systems’.15%
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The% editors% of% The$ Face$ of$ Human$ Rights% say% they% have% chosen% photographs%
which%‘celebrate%the%enjoyment%of%human%rights,%i.e.%life%in%freedom%and%dignity,%in%its%
full%richness%and%across%cultures’.16%This%echoes%the%aims%of%Steichen,%who%worked%on%
‘The% Family% of%Man’% after% curating% two% propaganda% exhibitions% in% support% of% war%
efforts.% He% commented,% ‘I% came% to% the% conclusion% that% I% had% been%working% from% a%
negative% approach,% that% what% was% needed% was% a% positive% statement% on% what% a%
wonderful% thing% life% was,% how%marvellous% people% were,% and,% above% all,% how% alike%
people%were%in%all%parts%of%the%world’.17%
Both% ‘The% Family% of%Man’% and%The$ Face$ of$ Human$Rights% display% hundreds% of%
photographs% from% around% the% globe,% arranged% in% thematic% clusters% which% often%
juxtapose%similar%scenes%from%different%local%contexts%(such%as%wedding%ceremonies,%





early% twentyZfirst% century,% when% The$ Face$ of$ Human$ Rights% was% published,% the%
discourse%of%‘human%rights’%had%moved%to%centre%stage.%The%global%machinery%of%the%
human%rights%system%had%expanded,%with%the%Universal%Declaration%of%Human%Rights%
and% the% Genocide% Convention% of% 1948% having% been% supplemented% by% an% array% of%
declarations,% conventions,% treaties,% committees,% commissions% and% international%
courts.20% Since% the% first% decade% of% the% twentyZfirst% century,% however,% human% rights%
discourse%has%been%overshadowed%by%militarisation,%securitisation%and%surveillance%
after% the% terrorist% attacks% on% 9% September% 2001% and% the% ensuing% ‘war% on% terror’.%
These%developments%cast%a%shadow%over%The$Face$of$Human$Rights.%
—NARRATING HUMAN RIGHTS 
The% text% of% the% book% includes% the% relevant% human% rights% conventions% and%
declarations,% explication% of% the% different% generations% of% human% rights,% verbal%
portraits%of%human%rights%activists,%extracts%from%such%texts%as%Ryszard%Kapuscinski’s%
(1932–2007)$ The$Emperor% and$Susan%Sontag’s% (1933–2004)$ Regarding$ the$Pain$of$
Others,$ and% an% account% of% Death% Row% in% Huntsville,% Texas.21% The% inclusion% of% the%
essay% on% Death% Row% in% Texas,% and% the% inclusion% of% photographs% from% the% United%
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States,% the%United%Kingdom%and%Europe%as%well%as%the%third%world%helps%dispel%any%
impression%that%human%rights% issues%are% largely% third%world% issues.%This%reinforces%
the%editors’%point%that,%‘no%state%and%no%society%is%totally%immune%to%the%temptation%to%
disregard% the% rights%of% others%when% this% serves%one’s%own%purposes’.22%The$Face$of$
Human$Rights% also% attempts% a% complete% coverage%of% all% of% the%human% rights% issues%
addressed% in% the% major% UN% declarations% and% conventions.% The% issue% of% sexual%
orientation%is%included,%too—an%issue%which%is%still%not%dealt%with%adequately%in%the%
UN%system.%An%excerpt%from%the%decision%of%the%UN%Human%Rights%Commission%in%the%
case% of% Young% v.% Australia% is% reproduced,% under% the% heading% ‘No% Person% Shall% be%
Discriminated% against% because% of% their% Sexual% Orientation’.% Other% blocks% of% text%
concern%homophobia%in%South%Africa;%multiple%discrimination%against%persons%living%
with%HIV/AIDS;% and%a%quote% from%Boeuthius% (480–525),% ‘Who%would%give%a% law% to%
lovers?%Love%is%unto%itself%a%higher%law.’%On%the%facing%page%are%photographs%of%two%
women%in%what%they%call%a% ‘holy%union’,23%and%of%two%elderly%men%in%identical%shirts%
and% shorts% in% a% gay% pride% march% in% New% York% (Figure% 1).24% These% photographs%
presumably%come%under% the%category%of% ‘the%enjoyment%of%human%rights,% i.e.% life% in%
freedom%and%dignity,%in%its%full%richness%and%across%cultures’.25%
An% early% spread% uses% a% graphic% to% outline% the% basic% human% rights,% under% the%
heading%‘Dimensions%of%Life%and%the%Protection%of%Human%Rights’.%The%graphic%takes%
the%form%of%a%spiral—a%black%spiral%line%on%a%grey%background.%From%the%centre%to%the%




sphere/%THE%PROTECTION%OF%PRIVATE% LIFE’,% ‘Intellectual% and% spiritual% life/% THE%
FREEDOM%OF%THOUGHT%AND%BELIEF/%THE%RIGHT%TO%EDUCATION’,%‘Economic%life/%
THE%RIGHT%TO%WORK/%THE%PROTECTION%OF%PROPERTY’,%‘In%the%hands%of%the%state/%
FAIR% TRIAL%AND% PROHIBITION%OF% TORTURE’,% ‘Political% participation/% POLITICAL%
RIGHTS%AND%FREEDOM%OF%EXPRESSION’,%and%finally%‘Displacement,%flight%and%exile/%
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Figure 1: Abbas, Holy Union, Dallas, Texas, 1996 (right, top); Ferdinando Scianna, Gay Pride 
Parade, New York City, 2001 (right, bottom); double-page spread from Walter Kälin, Lars Müller 
and Judith Wyttenbach (eds), The Face of Human Rights, pp. 138–9 
Source: reproduced with permission of Lars Müller Publishers, Magnum Photos and Snapper 
Media. 
generation% rights% to%welfare,% education% and% leisure;% and% third% generation% rights% to%
national%selfZdetermination,%a%clean%environment,%and%indigenous%rights.26%This%is%on%
the% recto% page.% The% verso% page% has% a% photograph% of% a% family% in% an% art% gallery% in%
Germany.%They% are% gazing% at% a%monumental% painting%which% appears% to% be% a% battle%
scene,%a%tumble%of%bodies%and%horses.%The%meaning%of%this%juxtaposition%is%left%up%to%
the%imagination%of%the%reader%(Figure%2).27%
An% essay% on% health% care% in% Afghanistan% bears% the% curious% title% ‘Visualizing%
Women’s%Health%Care%in%Afghanistan’,%when%in%fact%the%essay%is%a%verbal%explanation,%
with% no% explicit% discussion% of% what% it% might% actually% mean% to% ‘visualise’% such% an%
issue.28% % This% is% one% of% the% % frustrations% of% the% book.% % As% someone% %who% has% spent%
much%of%their%time%%analysing%%visual%culture%and%%who%is%sympathetic%to%the%power%to%%
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!
Figure 2: Thomas Hoepker, People visit the Alte Pinakothek Museum, Munich, Bavaria, Germany, 
1989 
Source: Double-page spread from Walter Kälin, Lars Müller and Judith Wyttenbach (eds) The Face 
of Human Rights, pp. 6–7; reproduced with permission of Lars Müller Publishers, Magnum Photos 
and Snapper Media 
communicate%through%visual%as%well%as%verbal%means,%the%lack%of%a%clear%articulation%
of% what% it% means% to% communicate% through% the% visual% seemed% like% a% missed%
opportunity.% Similarly,% I% felt% the% lack% of% a% clear% articulation% of% why% this% means% of%
communication%is%particularly%suited%to%human%rights%advocacy.%This%contrasts%with%
the%strong%vision%of%Steichen%and%his%collaborators% in%curating% ‘The%Family%of%Man’.%
Commentators% have% noted% the% strong% narrative% constructed% through% the% viewer’s%





Man’.% It% is%also%necessary% to%remind%ourselves% that,%although%photographs%are% twoZ
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dimensional% images,% books% are% threeZdimensional% objects.% Looking% at% books% is% an%




juxtaposition%and%serial%ordering%of% image%and% text.%The%editors’% choices,%however,%




Some% series% of% photographs% are% clearly% illustrative.% A% section% on% education% is%




are% illustrated% in% a% separate% section% on% discrimination% due% to% sexual% orientation,%
unwittingly% reinforcing% heteronormativity% through% treating% sameZsex% partnerships%
as%a%special%category.31%These%series%of%photographs%of%wedding%ceremonies,%children%
studying,% people% shopping% or% people% attending% demonstrations% might% remind% the%
viewer% of% Barthes’% criticism% of% the% depiction% of% birth% and% death% in% ‘The% Family% of%








stand% as% they% hold% a% minute% of% silence% for% the% victims% of% the% terrorist%
attacks%in%the%United%States.%Markus%Schreiber/AP%
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IRAQ,%Irbil,%31%October%2002%Kurdish%members%of%parliament%sit%during%the%
fourth%session%of%the%regional%parliament%in%Irbil.%Hasan%Sarbakhshian/AP%
UK,% London% 27% January% 2004% House% of% Commons% during% the% second%
reading% of% the% Higher% Education% Bill% which% introduces% controversial%
university%tuition%fees.%Keystone33%
Most%readers%will%immediately%understand%the%reference%to%the%German%parliament’s%
silence% in%memory% of% the% victims% of% the% terrorist% attacks% of% 9% September% 2001.% A%
deeper%knowledge%of%history%would%be%necessary%in%order%to%decode%the%significance%
of% the% Kurdish%membership% in% the% regional% parliament% in% 2002.% The%Kurds% are% an%
ethnic%group%who%do%not%have%one%homeland,%but%who%reside% in%Turkey, Iraq, Iran,%
and Syria.%Within%Iraq,%they%gained%access%to%a%regional%parliament%in%1992.%The%date%
of% the% photograph% is% 2002,% one% year% before% the% US% invasion% of% Iraq.% The% caption%
provides% little%sense%of%this%history,%and%no%indication%of%the%fate%of%the%Kurds%after%
the% US% invasion.% Or,% is% the% photograph% just% there% as% one% of% a% random% set% of%
photographs% of% parliaments,% perhaps% suggesting% a% universal% aspiration% for%
democracy?%
In% other% cases% the% reader% might% infer% a% narrative% through% looking% at% the%
juxtaposition%of%images%from%page%to%page.%The%first%photograph%in%the%book%shows%a%









girl’s% dress% and% the%pale% blue%denim%of% the%woman’s% overalls% (Figure%3).% I% imagine%
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Figure 3: David Alan Harvey, Nicaragua, 2002 
Source: Reproduced with permission of Magnum Photos and Snapper Media 
A%few%pages%later%there%is%a%photograph%of%some%senior%citizens%in%the%United%States%
in% a% casino,% playing% roulette%while% dressed% in% garish% clothes% and%wearing% artificial%
leis.34% The% bright% colours% remind% me% of% the% earlier% market% scene,% leading% me% to%
construct% a% narrative% of% wealth% contrasted% with% poverty.% The% location% of% these%
photographs% in%a%book%on%human%rights%reminds%me%of% the% ‘first%generation’% rights%
which%address%basic%human%needs%for%shelter%and%sustenance.%
Leafing% further% through% the% book% I% encounter% another%market% scene.% It% is% the%
aftermath%of%a%bombing% in%a%market% in%Kosovo% in%1999,%where%bloodied%bodies%are%
surrounded%by%piles%of%market%vegetables%in%disarray.%This%scene%in%Kosovo%takes%on%
a% dissonant% relationship% with% the% earlier% market% scene.% If% I% turn% back% to% the%
Nicaraguan%market% scene,% the% tomatoes% now% seem% to% have% taken% on% the% colour% of%
blood.35%The%photograph%of% the%aftermath%of% the%Kosovo%bombing% is%one%of% a% small%
number%of%explicit%depictions%of% the%effects%of%violence% in%the%book.36%Generally,% the%
editors% have% exercised% tact% in% keeping% the% visual% representations% of% violence% to% a%
minimum,%preferring%to%suggest%violence%by%other%means.%
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At%other%times,%a%narrative%is%built%up%through%concatenation,%as%in%the%extended%
series%of%similar%photographs%of%wedding%ceremonies,%classrooms%or%parliamentary%




acts% against% their% citizens.% Because% the% meaning% of% these% photographs% would% be%





IRAQ,% Baghdad% 2003% Ropes% used% for% hanging% political% prisoners% in% the%
death%row%of%the%notorious%Abu%Ghraib%prison.%Abbas/Magnum%Photos39%
CHILE,% Santiago,% 1998% In% the% National% Stadium,% thousands% were%
imprisoned% and% many% executed% during% the% 1973% coup% d’état.% Patrick%
Zachmann/%Magnum%Photos40%
USA,% Virginia,% Jarratt,% 1991% Final% holding% cell% in% Greensville% correctional%
facility.%‘The%Omega%Suites’,%Lucinda%Devlin 41%
In%this%series%of%photographs,%in%a%section%titled%‘Is%the%state%entitled%to%kill?’,%there%is%
an% implication% of% parallelism% between% the% stateZsanctioned% administration% of% the%
death%penalty% in% the%United%States,%and% the%hangings%and%executions%carried%out% in%
Chile% in% 1973% and% Iraq% in% the% years% before% 2003.% The% photograph% of% Abu% Ghraib%
prison%is%dated%2003,%suggesting%it%was%taken%soon%after%the%US%invasion%of%Iraq.%The%
book% appears,% then,% to% have% been% in% production% before% the% controversy% about%
photographs%of%US%soldiers%torturing%Muslim%prisoners%in%the%very%same%Abu%Ghraib%
prison%emerged%in%April%2004.%%
While% some% implicit%narratives% are% constructed% through% the% juxtaposition%and%
concatenation% of% images%within% the% book,% other% photographs% are% likely% to% be% read%
with% reference% to% intertextual% links.% They% remind% the% reader% of% photographs% and%
texts%from%elsewhere.%The%abovementioned%photograph%of%two%women%cutting%their%




—FRAMING THE FACE 
Most%of%the%photographs%in%the%book%depict%people,%as%individuals%or%in%groups.%The%
photographs%are%in%realist%and%documentary%style.43%That%is,%we%see%a%series%of%faces,%a%
few%with%names,%but%most%unZnamed.44%The%use%of%the%word% ‘face’% in%the%title%of% the%
book%suggests%an%attempt% to%personalise,%or%personify,%human%rights% issues.45%Once%
again,% there%are%some%echoes%of%the% ‘Family%of%Man’%project,%with% its% ‘alphabet%here%










In% human% rights% discourse% and% feminist% discourse,% metaphors% of% ‘voice’% are%
prevalent,%but%there%is%also%a%pervasive%discourse%of%visuality.%Human%rights%abuses%
are% ‘unveiled’,% ‘made% visible’,% ‘revealed’.47% In% discussion% of% gendered% human% rights,%




the% pleasure% invoked% in% the% first%world% viewer%when% the% face% of% such% a%woman% is%
‘unveiled’% or% ‘revealed’.% ‘Face’,% then,% is% more% than% a% neutral% metaphor% for%
individuality%or%personality.%
Several% of% the% photographs% in% this% volume% indeed% invoke% the% trope% of% veiling%
and%unveiling,%such%as%a%photograph%of%an%Afghan%woman,%lightly%veiled%but%revealing%
her%face,%sitting%in%front%of%a%microphone%in%a%radio%studio%(Figure%4): %
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Figure 4: Marco di Laura, Afghanistan Women at Work, 2001 














viewer% a% sense% of% connectedness%with% the%woman% in% the% picture.% Her% head% is% cast%
down,%looking%at%the%script%she%is%reading,%so%that%she%does%not%engage%the%gaze%of%the%
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viewer.%Rather,%the%first%world%viewer%is%interpellated%as%a%spectator%of%the%liberation%
of%this%third%world%woman.%%
In% another%photograph,% an%unZnamed%young%woman%wears% a% veil%which%hides%
her%hair%but%reveals%her%face.%Painted%on%her%forehead%are%red,%white%and%blue%bands%
of% the%French$ tricolore% flag;% on%her% cheeks%are% the%words% ‘liberté’% and% ‘égalité’.% She%
looks% directly% at% the% camera;% her% mouth% is% open% as% if% she% is% perhaps% chanting% a%
political% slogan.% She% is% participating% in% a% demonstration% against% the% French%
government’s%banning%of% ‘religious%symbols’% in%schools%(Figure%5).49%The%first% image%
appears% in% a% section% on% political% rights% and% freedom% of% expression;% the% second%
appears%in%a%section%on%freedom%of%thought%and%belief.%The%women%are%portrayed%as%
citizens% exercising% their% rights% to% freedom% of% speech.% The% viewer% is% positioned%
slightly%%differently%%by%each%%photograph,%though,%%depending%%on%%whether%%or%not%we%%
!
Figure 5: François Mori, France, Headscarves 
Source: Double-page spread from Walter Kälin, Lars Müller and Judith Wyttenbach (eds), The Face 
of Human Rights, pp. 418–9; reproduced with permission of Lars Müller Publishers and AAP 
Newswire Multimedia 




opening% the% book.50% A% photograph,% then,% can% be% read% in% several% ways:% through% an%
engagement%with%its%content%as%an%isolated%image,%through%its%juxtaposition%with%text%
and%paratext,% through% its% placement% in% a% series,% through% its% intertextual% links%with%
other%images%and%texts,%and%in%a%longer%genealogy%of%similar%representations.%





photographs%were%obtained,% such%as% the%photograph%of% two%women% in%a%brothel% in%
Bombay.%The%caption%reports%that%‘[in]%the%brothels%young%prostitutes%are%exposed%in%
cages%to%attract%customers,%many%of%them%delivered%by%human%traffickers%or%sold%by%
their% parents% or% husbands’.% If% these% women,% as% suggested,% are% in% the% brothels% in%
unfree% conditions,% did% they% have% the% opportunity% to% consent% to% be% photographed?%
Similarly,% if%we%wish%to%criticise%their%being% ‘exposed%in%cages%to%attract%customers’,%
what%attitude%should%we%take%to%the%National$Geographic$photographer%who%took%the%
photographs,% and% the% book% editors%who% reproduced% their% photograph% yet% again?52%
What%are%the%ethics%of%showing%and%looking%in%this%case?%
On%reading%and%looking%at%the%book,%one%is%reminded%of%longstanding%debates%on%
the%ethics%and% the%efficacy%of%using%photographs%of% atrocities.%These% issues%are%not%
canvassed% explicitly,% except% for% a% brief% excerpt% from% Susan% Sontag’s%Regarding$ the$
Pain$ of$ Others:% ‘There’s% nothing% wrong% with% standing% back% and% thinking.% To%
paraphrase%several%sages:%“Nobody%can%think%and%hit%someone%at%the%same%time.”’53%%
Kälin,%Müller%and%Wyttenbach’s%use%of%photographs%can%thus%to%some%extent%be%
placed% in% the% context% of% a% longstanding% philosophical% debate% about%what% has% been%
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in% Frames$ of$ War.54% Several% modes% of% address% have% been% identified% in% the%
representation% of% suffering:% the% mode% of% denunciation% aims% to% stir% up% feelings% of%









More% recently,%Wendy%Hesford%has% treated% visual% representation% as% a% form%of%
rhetoric.56% She% argues% for% a% shift% ‘from% uncritical% consumption% practices% to%
interpretive% practices% that% acknowledge% the% different% axes% of% domination% and%
shifting%relations%among%[people]%in%diverse%locations’.57%Hesford’s%focus%on%rhetoric%
suggests% the% responsibility% of% ‘rhetors’,% those% who% deploy% particular% rhetorical%
modes%of%address.%
What% is% interesting% about% Kälin,% Müller% and% Wyttenbach’s% volume% is% that%
photographs% depicting% ‘the% politics% of% pity’% are% probably% not% the% majority% of% the%
visual% representations% in% the% book.% Photographs% of% trauma% are% overweighed% by%
photographs% depicting%what% they% call% ‘the% enjoyment% of% human% rights’,% defined% as%
‘life%in%freedom%and%dignity,%in%its%full%richness%and%across%cultures’. 58%As%scholars,%we%
have%perhaps%spent%more%time%documenting%and%analysing%‘the%politics%of%pity’%than%
articulating%what% it%would%mean% to% ‘visualise’% all% the% ‘dimensions%of%human%rights’.%
The% producers% of% The$ Face$ of$ Human$ Rights,% while% perhaps% rather% naïve% in% their%
deployment% of% visual% imagery,% challenge% us% to% think% through% what% is% stake% in%
attempting% to% visualise% human% rights.% In% addition% to% analysing% the% images%
themselves,% it% is% also,% however,% necessary% to% consider% how% the% viewer% is% being%
positioned%and,%indeed,%what%kind%of%viewer%is%being%addressed.%
The$ Face$ of$ Human$ Rights$ is% an% expensive% hardback% book%which% appeared% in%
EnglishZlanguage% and% GermanZlanguage% editions.% I% purchased% my% copy% in% an%
Australian%bookshop%for%AU$85.%Amazon.com%lists%a%price%of%US$60,%but%discounted%
to%US$42.36.%This%suggests%a%relatively%wealthy%firstZworld%audience,%with%perhaps%a%
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wider% audience% of% those% who% have% access% to% libraries.% The% use% of% the% English%
language%suggests%a%wide%global%audience,%but%there%do%not%seem%to%be%any%editions%
in%nonZEuropean%languages.%The%text%also%requires%a%high%level%of%literacy.%While%the%






photographic% agencies%whose% photographs% are% displayed.% These% images% have% thus%
largely% been% filtered% through% the% protocols% of% these% agencies% before% they% were%
selected%by%the%editors%of%this%volume.%In%many%ways,%then,%the%reader%and%viewer%is%
positioned%in%a%similar%manner%to%the%reader%of%Time$Magazine,%Life$Magazine%or%the%
National$Geographic,% despite% the%different% textual% frame%provided%by% the%extensive%
discussion%of%human%rights%treaties%and%conventions.%
—CONCLUSIONS 
I% am% raising% issues% about% the% use% of% visual% representation% in% The$ Face$ of$ Human$
Rights%not%in%order%to%reject%the%strategy%of%visualisation,%but%rather%to%suggest%that%
we% need% to% take% care% in% how%we% choose% to% communicate% messages% about% human%
rights% violations% and% how%we% choose% to% stimulate% action% and% advocacy.% Given% the%
huge% literature% in% cultural% studies,% semiotics% and% rhetorical% studies% which% is%
available% in% order% to% consider% the% ways% of% communicating% in% diverse% verbal% and%
visual%means,% it% would% be% a% pity% if% the% authors% of% such%wellZmeaning% texts% as% this%
were% not% able% to% take% advantage% of% such% reflexivity.% It% seems% to% me% that% it% is% not%
enough% simply% to% ‘show’% and% ‘tell’.59% Rather,% we% need% a% more% sophisticated%
understanding%of%the%workings%of%verbal%and%visual%texts,%whether%we%communicate%
from% the% position% of% activists,% academics,% bureaucrats,% educators,% journalists% or%
stakeholders.% Questions% of% communication% and% representation% cannot% simply% be%
ignored,%in%the%hope%that%goodwill%is%enough.%Much%attention%has%been%focused%on%the%
machinery% of% translation% in% a% literal% sense.% International% organisations% like% the%
United% Nations% and% its% agencies% have% developed% sophisticated% technical% tools% for%
simultaneous% interpreting,% and% employ% highly% trained% interpreters% and% translators%
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for% the% purposes% of% translating% between% (selected)% national% languages% in% official%
meetings.60% Perhaps% we% also% need% to% turn% our% attention% to% other% aspects% of%
communication,%such%as%the%question%of%how%to%translate%between%different%frames%of%
meaning,% and% the% efficacy% of% different% modes% of% communication% with% verbal% and%
visual%messages.%
In% this% essay,% I% have% analysed% a% text% which% attempts% to% communicate% about%
human%rights%issues%through%a%combination%of%verbal%and%visual%means.%I%have%tried%
to%convey%the%embodied%experience%of%reading%and%looking%at%this%volume,%through%
analysing% my% encounters% with% selected% photographs% and% selected% series% of%
photographs.%I%have%argued%that%photographs%can%be%read%in%several%ways:%through%
an%engagement%with%each%photograph%as%an%isolated%image,%through%its%juxtaposition%
with% text% and% paratext,% through% its% serial% placement% and% juxtaposition% with% other%
images,% through% intertextual% links% with% other% images% and% texts,% and% in% a% longer%
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